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Quantum Control of Gas-Phase and Liquid-Phase
Femtochemistry
Tobias Brixner and Gustav Gerber*[a]

Active control of chemical reactions on a microscopic (molecular)
level, that is, the selective breaking or making of chemical bonds, is
an old dream. However, conventional control agents used in
chemical synthesis are macroscopic variables such as temperature,
pressure or concentration, which gives no direct access to the
quantum-mechanical reaction pathway. In quantum control, by
contrast, molecular dynamics are guided with specifically designed
light fields. Thus it is possible to efficiently and selectively reach
user-defined reaction channels. In the last years, experimental
techniques were developed by which many breakthroughs in this
field were achieved. Femtosecond laser pulses are manipulated in
so-called pulse shapers to generate electric field profiles which are
specifically adapted to a given quantum system and control
objective. The search for optimal fields is guided by an automated
learning loop, which employs direct feedback from experimental
output. Thereby quantum control over gas-phase as well as liquid-
phase femtochemical processes has become possible. In this review,

we first discuss the theoretical and experimental background for
many of the recent experiments treated in the literature. Examples
from our own research are then used to illustrate several
fundamental and practical aspects in gas-phase as well as liquid-
phase quantum control. Some additional technological applica-
tions and developments are also described, such as the automated
optimization of the output from commercial femtosecond laser
systems, or the control over the polarization state of light on an
ultrashort timescale. The increasing number of successful imple-
mentations of adaptive learning techniques points at the great
versatility of computer-guided optimization methods. The general
approach to active control of light ± matter interaction has also
applications in many other areas of modern physics and related
disciplines.
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1. Introduction to Quantum Control

1.1. General Ideas

In classical chemical reaction control, one seeks to shift the
equilibrium between initial reactants and final products in the
desired way by varying thermodynamic parameters. Since these
are inherently based on the concept of statistical ensembles,
only the incoherent (i.e. , quantum-phase destroying) properties
of intermolecular collisions are exploited. The actual molecular
reaction pathway as governed by quantum-mechanical wave-
packet evolution is not changed. On the other hand, coherent
manipulation of molecular wavepacket dynamics would open
up exciting new possibilities in chemical reaction control, such as
the efficient and specific synthesis of chemical substances and
the simultaneous reduction of unwanted by-products.
In this context, the application of suitable light fields offers

interesting perspectives. For example, potential barriers could be
overcome by photoexcitation of reactant molecules. However,
the success of this ™traditional∫ type of photochemistry is limited
by the complex nature of molecular potential energy surfaces
(PES). These PES depend on the coordinates of all atoms within
the interacting molecules, and thus form a complex multi-
dimensional ™landscape∫. For any chemical reaction pathway, in
general more than just one ™reaction coordinate∫ needs to be
considered. In a classical picture, the system evolves along the
steepest PES gradient, and therefore it is clear that free temporal

evolution after conventional photoexcitation need not lead to
the desired exit channel, that is, to the desired chemical product.
With the advent of laser technology in the 1960s, new

technological routes toward photocontrol of chemical reactions
were made possible. The initial ideas focused on using intense
narrow-band infrared radiation to selectively excite vibrational
modes in a specific chemical bond. In a classical picture, by
tuning the laser frequency to the local vibrational frequency, the
resonantly absorbed photons should lead to large vibrational
amplitudes and ultimately to the breaking of the associated
bond.[1±5] However, this concept of so-called mode-selective
chemistry works in the described way only for special molecular
systems. In general, the couplings between the different degrees
of freedom within the molecule lead to fast intramolecular
vibrational redistribution (IVR) of the deposited energy and
therefore to a loss of selectivity.[6±10] Effectively, the laser just
leads to a higher (statistically defined) rovibrational temperature
in the molecule which could as well be achieved by incoherent
(and much cheaper) heating. For an accurate quantum-mechan-
ical description of the system, it is necessary to account for the
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intramolecular coupling terms. To state this generally, the full
molecular Hamiltonian is responsible for time evolution; it is not
sufficient to use a reduced projection which is based on the
interatomic separation of a single chemical bond.
Using the coherence properties of laser radiation, selective

control is then possible by exploiting quantum-mechanical
interference effects. In this field of ™quantum control∫, the
spectral-temporal properties of coherent light fields, which are
applied to the investigated quantum system, are adjusted in
such a way as to transfer a given initial quantum wavefunction
into a user-specified target wavefunction.[11±18] The quantum-
mechanically coherent (phase-correct) manipulation of the
system can be used to ™find∫ those trajectories out of a large
variety of possible pathways, which lead to the desired result.
Constructive interference of reaction pathways is used to
enhance desired products, whereas destructive interference
reduces contributions from unwanted channels.

1.2. Single-Parameter Control

In the first theoretical proposals for quantum control in the late
1980s, three main categories of control schemes were discussed
(apart from the mode-selective approach, as explained above).
Although at first sight these concepts look rather different, it is
nowadays clear that they merely emphasize different aspects of
the common and very general mechanism of light-controlled
quantum interference. Nevertheless, it is instructive to discuss
these schemes separately (Figure 1) because they illustrate some
of the basic mechanisms of coherent control experiments.

Figure 1. Single-parameter quantum control schemes. a) The Brumer ± Shapiro
phase-control technique exploits constructive versus destructive interference of
two different excitation pathways via one-photon and three-photon absorption.
By tuning the relative phase between the two continuous-wave laser fields, the
populations in the energetically degenerate final states ��� and ���� can be
modulated. b) The Tannor ± Kosloff ± Rice pump ± dump scheme uses an ultra-
short laser pulse to initiate coherent wavepacket motion on an electronically
excited-state potential-energy surface. After a suitable time delay, the population
is ™dumped∫ back to the ground state into the desired dissociation channel.
c) The STIRAP scheme by Bergmann et al. uses two time-delayed nanosecond
laser pulses in a ™counter-intuitive∫ sequence to induce adiabatic population
transfer with nearly 100% efficiency from the initial state �1� to the final state �3�.
The two levels are coupled via an intermediate state �2� of which the transient
population, however, remains zero and dissipative losses to levels �d� are avoided.

The Brumer ± Shapiro phase-control scheme directly exploits
interferences between different light-induced reaction pathways
(Figure 1a).[19, 20] This can be achieved by simultaneously apply-
ing to the quantum system two continuous-wave (CW) laser
fields of frequencies � and 3�, which couple the initial and
several energetically degenerate final levels at an energy
separation of 3�h�. If the relative phase �������3� between
the two laser fields is varied, then the probability amplitudes of
the two reaction pathways (absorption of one photon of
frequency 3� versus absorption of three photons of frequency
�) are also varied between the two limits of constructive and
destructive interference. This phenomenon is analogous to the
well-known quantum-mechanical double-slit experiments. How-
ever, in order to populate one of the degenerate final states at
the cost of the other, an additional requirement has to be met.
The probability modulations induced by the varying relative
phase of the light fields have to be out of phase with one
another in the different target states. In this way, a certain value
of�� leads to constructive interference in one channel, whereas
it leads to at least partial destructive interference in another
channel. If the system displays this inherent property of so-called
phase lag,[21±25] then control of absolute yields as well as
population ratios between different target states can be
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achieved. The origin of phase lag is not trivially explained, and
intuitive pictures are often misleading. In general, one therefore
has to resort to numerical calculations. The first ab initio analysis
in the case of a molecular example was performed for a situation
in H2 where the excitation of a resonance is coupled to ionization
and dissociation continua.[25] It was shown theoretically that a
phase lag between these two channels arises if the excitation
energy is detuned from resonance. The minimum requirement
for the occurrence of phase lag away from resonance is that the
direct transition to one of the two final-state continua into which
the resonant state breaks up be zero or very small.[25] The
Brumer ± Shapiro control method has been experimentally
verified on atoms and small molecules.[26±28]

The second methodology is formulated in the time domain
and was proposed by Tannor, Kosloff, and Rice.[29, 30] By aid of a
femtosecond laser pulse (the ™pump∫ pulse) and its inherent
large spectral bandwidth, a vibrational wavepacket is generated
at time t0 by coherent superposition of vibrational eigenstates
on an electronically excited potential energy surface of the
investigated molecule (Figure 1b). Subsequent temporal evolu-
tion of this wavepacket,[31] according to the shape of the
potential energy surface, corresponds classically to vibrations of
certain atoms within the molecular frame. For the control
method to work, the wavepacket should then visit different
predictable nuclear configurations of the molecule. If after some
time (t1 or t2) a configuration is reached which is preferentially
associated with a desired product, then a second laser pulse (the
™probe∫ or ™dump∫ pulse) is fired which transfers the population
into the corresponding exit channel. In the example of Fig-
ure 1b, the vibrational wavepacket is initiated by a Franck ±
Condon transition from the molecular equilibrium configuration
ABC into the ™transition state∫ ABC�. During propagation, the
B�C bond and the A�B bond are stretched sequentially. If the
second laser pulse is timed correctly, population transfer back to
the dissociative electronic ground state or to another ™dissocia-
tive electronic state leads to breakage of that bond which is
already stretched. This pump±dump method has been applied
experimentally to control fragmentation processes in small
molecular systems.[32±37]

The third control scheme±an ™adiabatic∫ technique±was
suggested and experimentally carried out by Bergmann and co-
workers and has become known as ™stimulated Raman adiabatic
passage∫ (STIRAP).[38±40] In the initial formulation, two suitably
timed laser interactions are used to achieve complete popula-
tion transfer in three-state �-type quantum systems (Figure 1c).
The ™pump∫ laser couples initial state �1� and intermediate state
�2�, while the ™Stokes∫ laser couples intermediate state �2� and
final state �3�. The associated electric fields are strong enough to
generate many cycles of Rabi oscillations. If certain adiabaticity
requirements are met, it is possible to analyze the system in a
™dressed-state picture∫ with adiabatic potentials. It can be shown
that complete transfer from the initial to the final state can be
achieved with a ™counter-intuitive∫ pulse sequence, in which the
Stokes laser precedes but overlaps the pump pulse.[40] Moreover,
the transient population in the intermediate state �2� remains
zero, and possible dissipative population losses into states �d� by
radiative decay, for example, are avoided.

While these three methodologies have been refined and
generalized throughout the years and also a number of other
single-parameter schemes or variants of the above have been
discussed in the literature, the initial formulations illustrate the
main ideas of quantum control.
In the further development of experimental techniques, the

use of ultrashort laser pulses with time-varying photon frequen-
cies was also investigated. The control parameter was ™linear
chirp∫, which corresponds to a linear increase or decrease of the
momentary frequency as a function of time under the pulse
envelope. Linearly chirped pulses were used to control electronic
excitation in molecular systems.[41±46] Frequency-swept infrared
pulses were also applied in ™ladder-climbing∫ processes to
control vibrational excitation.[47, 48] These experiments represent
a first step toward using ™tailored∫ femtosecond pulses with
specifically designed spectral ± temporal characteristics, which
will be explained in the next section.

1.3. Many-Parameter (Optimal) Control

In the examples described above, one variable (i.e. , the phase
difference between two CW lasers, or the time delay between
two laser pulses, or the linear-chirp parameter) is changed and
the effect noted in experimental observables. Therefore, these
methods are referred to as single-parameter control schemes.
The variable is also called the ™control knob∫, since it represents
the experimenter's ™handle∫ on the modulations that are
induced. For some systems with simple and predictable
quantum dynamics, this can be an effective means. However,
in the case of larger systems with complex multidimensional
potential energy surfaces, these simple schemes may not be
sufficient. One can envision that electric field shapes are needed
which are precisely matched to a specific control problem.
Considering the complexity of the problem, it is not clear a

priori to which degree a general quantum system is controllable.
The first investigation in that context was carried out by Huang,
Tarn, and Clark.[49] The authors established sufficient (but not
necessary) conditions for complete control. Mainly, if the system
displays a discrete spectrum in the absence of the control field, it
is always possible to transfer any given initial wavefunction into
any given target wavefunction by applying piecewise constant
electric fields. This proof of existence constitutes an important
backbone for coherent control but unfortunately does not reveal
how the required electric fields can be found. Furthermore, for
practical reasons one uses oscillating light fields instead of static
electric fields, and these light fields are subject to certain
constraints such as given spectral intensity distributions.
The theory of specifically shaped femtosecond laser pulses in

the context of coherent reaction product control was already
discussed by Tannor and Rice,[29,50] who used variational calculus
to find optimal electric fields. Rabitz and co-workers,[51,52] and,
independently, Kosloff and co-workers,[53] have then applied
optimal control theory to solve the problem of many-parameter
quantum control theoretically. In chemical reaction control, the
following question is asked: With a given target distribution of
photoproducts and the quantum-mechanical equations of
motion, what is the shape of the electric field required to guide
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the temporal evolution of the system appropriately? The
detailed mathematical formalism of such calculations can be
found in the literature.[29,50,52±55]

An intuitive picture of the optimal many-parameter control
process is that the wavepacket motion on the complex potential
energy surfaces is controlled by ™offering∫ those wavelengths at
each specific point in the temporal evolution that are needed to
reshape and to transfer the wavepacket onto some other surface
which is better suited for its further evolution. Many of these
transient Franck ±Condon transitions might be present through-
out the control process, and the coherence relations between
the different vibrational modes are constantly being adjusted,
such that finally an optimal steering of the wavepacket leads to a
specific product channel.
Due to the short timescale of vibrational motion within

molecules, this scheme requires correspondingly short (femto-
second) laser pulses, of which the spectral ± temporal character-
istics can be manipulated in a flexible manner. These laser pulses
are called shaped or tailored laser pulses. Of course, the required
modulations of the laser fields cannot be achieved by turning a
single control knob, and in the early stages of many-parameter
quantum control theory, it was not clear how such modulations
could be achieved. However, technological progress in the area
of ultrafast optics offered new possibilities. Femtosecond pulse
shapers,[56±61] developed primarily for telecommunication pur-
poses, allow convenient and sophisticated manipulation of
femtosecond laser pulses, as will be illustrated in Section 2.
At this point it should be mentioned that the time-domain

approach of optimal control is actually equivalent to the
frequency-domain picture of multiple, interfering reaction path-
ways,[62] that is, it is equivalent to the Brumer ± Shapiro scheme if
the latter is generalized from two different light frequencies to
the case in which all the frequencies contained in an ultrashort
laser pulse spectrum are manipulated. This equivalence is not
really surprising, because it should be true that quantum-
mechanical processes can be described correctly in either of the
two Fourier domains. However, there are important implications
for the interpretation of time-domain quantum control techni-
ques. The equivalence of time-domain and frequency-domain
approaches proves that the utility of ultrashort laser pulses for
coherent control does not lie in their short timescale compared
to competing IVR processes, as was believed in the early
developments of quantum control. Short pulses do not ™beat∫
IVR, the utility of femtosecond light sources rather comes into
play with the broadband spectrum which can be used to
coherently manipulate many individual sublevels instead of just
a small selection as in the two-color Brumer ± Shapiro method.[62]

An important observation to be made in this context is that, at
least in gas-phase experiments on isolated molecules, coher-
ence-destroying processes such as intermolecular collisions or
spontaneous emission from excited states take place on a
timescale much longer than the process to be controlled. The
time evolution of the quantum system–governed by the
Schrˆdinger equation–therefore remains completely determin-
istic and phase-preserving. This has the consequence that IVR
processes are not at all random or statistical ; they are inherently
coherent. The IVR concept was introduced only out of conven-

ience because in general, it is not feasible computationally to
treat the time evolution of the complete set of eigenstates of
complex quantum systems. Instead, one sometimes concen-
trates on the evolution of a reduced basis set. The question is
asked, how much of the population is contained within these
modes at a specific time, and how much of the population was
™lost∫ by IVR to other modes which are not included in the
simplified description of the system.[9,10] These computational
difficulties, which led to the introduction of the IVR concept, can
be solved in the context of quantum control if closed-loop
techniques with experimental feedback are used as illustrated in
the next section.

1.4. Adaptive Closed-Loop Control

The calculation of optimal electric fields and independent
experimental testing (as outlined in the previous section) is also
called ™open-loop∫ control. These calculations are very important
to show the potential applications of quantum control, and they
can be used to explore new ideas and new schemes in the
manipulation of light ±matter interaction. However, there is one
great difficulty in experimentally implementing these open-loop
results directly. The potential energy surfaces (PES) of ™real-
world∫ large molecules (involving more than just a few atoms)
are in general not known accurately enough to facilitate the
calculation of optimal fields with enough precision.[63] Also,
several high-intensity effects (such as AC Stark shifting) can
further complicate the problem. In the case of liquid-phase
experiments, interactions with surrounding molecules should be
taken into account as well. And even if the required laser pulse
shapes were known, it is still not trivial to reproduce these
optical fields at the point of the experiment.
In 1992 Judson and Rabitz suggested a new method of

™closed-loop∫ control in their seminal paper ™Teaching lasers to
control molecules∫.[64] They proposed to use a learning algorithm
which optimizes the laser pulse shapes based on actual
experimental results. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. The

Figure 2. Closed-loop learning control. The combination of a femtosecond laser
system and a computer-controlled pulse shaper is used to generate specific
electric fields E(t), which are irradiated onto a given quantum system; this
initiates photophysical or photochemical processes. After detection of the
resulting photoproducts, a learning algorithm calculates modified electric fields
based on the information from the experimental feedback signal and the user-
defined control objective. The improved laser pulse shapes are tested and
evaluated in the same manner. Cycling through this loop many times results in
iteratively optimized laser pulse shapes and the desired control over the quantum
system.
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system should be excited with shaped ultrashort laser pulses,
and the resulting experimental signals of the laser ±molecule
interaction (for example photoproduct yields or other responses
of the quantum system) then be used in an optimization
procedure to generate improved laser pulse shapes. These new
fields should then be tested in turn so that, after repeated
cycling through this loop, an optimal laser field should be
developed without the requirement for any a priori information
about the molecular PES or the reaction mechanisms.
Each iterative step in this closed-loop scheme takes place in a

™new∫ but identically prepared quantum-mechanical system.
This type of setup is also called learning loop or adaptive control
loop. One specific trial field is evaluated only after the temporal
wavepacket evolution is complete, and improved field charac-
teristics are created in the next step. The results are evaluated
with the goal of ™learning∫ an improvement under identical
initial conditions. The laser field ™adapts∫ to the given molecule
and control objective. This scheme is to be distinguished from
™feedback control∫ as it is known in the macroscopic world of
engineering. There, certain control variables are adjusted in real-
time such that a given feedback signal is kept in a desired target
range. Therefore in feedback control, one is concerned with one
single system, not with an ensemble of identical particles.
Nevertheless, the term ∫feedback™ is also frequently used in
adaptive control to describe the experimental signals which are
evaluated in the learning algorithm.
Apart from the desire to reach a specific final state of the

quantum system (™target control∫), there are other applications
of quantum control. One possible route of investigation is to try
and learn something about the molecular system by analyzing
the optimized laser pulse shapes. Ultimately, one desires to
deduce aspects of the molecular PES and the reaction mecha-
nisms. This type of question is often called the ™problem of
inversion∫ and it is still an area of extensive research both
theoretically and experimentally.[65±70] A general solution to this
question has not yet been developed. However, the usefulness
of specifically shaped electric control fields for this type of
problem is intuitively clear. By creating specifically ™shaped∫
wavepackets and thus keeping them on specific trajectories, it is
possible to obtain information selectively from certain regions of
the PES. In a simplified picture, these specially prepared and
guided wavepackets are used as ™scouts∫ which explore distinct
areas that would not be explored by ™ordinary∫, unshaped
wavepackets. In principle, a wealth of additional information is
thus accessible. The question remains of how to evaluate this
information and how to guide the search procedure for the
purpose of ™inverting∫ the experimental data.
However, even without having a complete inversion algorithm

available, it is sometimes possible to gain useful information by
analyzing the electric field shapes optimized in target control
experiments. This is illustrated in Sections 3.4, 3.6, and 4.3.
One final remark in this introduction concerns the terminology

of ™quantum control∫ itself. Considering the generality of the
adaptive approach outlined here in conjunction with the
remarks of the previous section about its equivalence to the
Brumer ± Shapiro method,[62] it is clear that the separation of
control methods into different categories by assigning distinct

names (™coherent control∫, ™quantum control∫, ™optimal control∫,
™pump±dump control∫, etc.) is only a matter of ™historical∫
practice and convenience. This should not conceal the fact that
their physical background is the same. Especially with the
frequently made distinction between ™coherent control∫ and
™optimal control∫ it should be kept in mind that the adaptive
optimal control approach is, of course, also a method of
coherent control because it relies on the coherent manipulation
of quantum systems.

2. Realization of Adaptive Control

2.1. Experimental Scheme

In this section, we describe how the technique of adaptive
closed-loop control is realized in our laboratory. An overview of
the different experimental possibilities that we have implement-
ed is shown in Figure 3. The starting point is given by a

Figure 3. Experimental scheme: A femtosecond pulse shaper (right side) is used
to generate phase-modulated laser pulses for closed-loop adaptive quantum
control. Depending on the type of experiment, experimental feedback signals may
be collected from purely optical signal processing (second-harmonic generation,
SHG, detected in a photodiode PD), from gas-phase time-of-flight (TOF) mass
spectrometry, or from liquid-phase emission spectroscopy (where the signals are
detected after filtering with photomultiplier tubes, PMT). These signals are
processed in a computer learning algorithm (based on an evolution strategy
approach) which iteratively improves the applied laser pulse shape until an
optimum is reached.

commercial Ti :sapphire laser system delivering 1-mJ, 80-fs pulses
at a central wavelength of 800 nm and a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
These laser pulses are then spectrally phase-modulated in a

so-called pulse shaper. For this purpose, the laser spectrum is
separated into its components and also recollimated within a
zero-dispersion compressor (right side of Figure 3). In the central
symmetry plane, the spectral phases (and amplitudes) can be
manipulated with a liquid-crystal display (LCD). By applying
appropriate voltages to the individual LCD pixels, the refractive
indices can be varied such that the different wavelength
components are optically delayed with respect to each other
upon propagation through the LCD (phase modulation). If a
second LCD layer and polarizer is added, it is also possible to
realize amplitude modulation, although this feature was not
used in the experiments described below. All data have been
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collected with unvarying spectral contents (and therefore also
constant pulse energy). According to the properties of Fourier
transformation, the spectral phase (and/or amplitude) modu-
lations lead to a large variety of possible temporal intensity/
phase profiles.
The shaped laser pulses can then be used in a number of

different experimental schemes. In this review, we will discuss
the implementation of gas-phase, liquid-phase, and optical
quantum control experiments. According to the proposal of
Judson and Rabitz, the photoinduced responses (™feedback
signals∫) of the quantum systems are recorded and evaluated by
a computer algorithm which iteratively improves the pulse-
shaper settings.
In the case of gas-phase control (Section 3), the laser pulses

are focused into an effusive molecular beam of the investigated
substance, which initiates different fragmentation/ionization
processes. Ionic photoproduct yields are then detected with a
time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer in reflectron geometry.[71]

The great advantage of using mass spectrometry to generate a
feedback signal is that the result of the photoinduced reaction is
immediately visible, and the product yields can easily be
assigned quantitatively. The electronic TOF signals can be
processed in a number of ways, including boxcar integration
of selected mass peaks followed by analog-to-digital conversion,
or direct transient analysis with a fast transient recorder.
However, if one is interested in applications in synthetic

chemistry, single-molecule transformations may be interesting
from a fundamental point of view, but not sufficient for
commercial production facilities. It is therefore necessary to
transfer quantum control methods to the liquid phase where
high-enough particle densities are available. A number of
additional challenges (as compared to gas-phase experiments)
are thus introduced that will be discussed in more detail in
Section 4. One of the main questions of practical importance is
the definition of a suitable feedback signal. It is necessary for the
adaptive optimization to work that the experimental outcome
after the laser ±matter interaction is analyzed fast and reliably. As
one possible implementation to monitor photochemical or
photophysical processes in liquids, we have used emission
spectroscopy. After excitation of the molecular sample (in a flow
cell) with the shaped laser pulse, the system undergoes excited-
state wavepacket evolution, possibly along with additional
interaction with the laser field. In the examples described below,
spontaneous radiative emission finally transfers the population
back to the ground state. The utility of emission as a feedback
signal in adaptive quantum control stems from the fact that it is
thus possible to assign the excited-state population that was
generated by an excitation laser pulse (in the final level reached
immediately before spontaneous emission takes place). The
emitted radiation is collected by a pair of lenses at an
approximate right angle with respect to the pump light,
spectrally filtered with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) or
with interference filters to remove scattered pump light,
detected with a photomultiplier tube, and temporally integrated
with a boxcar averager.
The third category of observables (feedback signals) shown in

Figure 3 is of a purely optical nature. Specifically, we use second-

harmonic generation (SHG) of the shaped pulse in a thin
nonlinear crystal as a prototype nonlinear process. This arrange-
ment of monitoring the temporally and spectrally integrated
SHG yield can be used as a simple measure for pulse duration or
intensity. By maximizing the SHG yield at constant pulse energy,
for example, it is possible to automatically generate the shortest
possible (i.e. , bandwidth-limited) laser pulse in an adaptive
learning loop (Section 5.1). But furthermore, by recording SHG
signals simultaneously to gas-phase or liquid-phase feedback
signals, one can learn something about the nature of the
photoprocesses, as will be illustrated in Sections 3.2 and 4.2.

2.2. Optimization Procedure

The optimization algorithm we use is a so-called evolutionary
algorithm.[72±74] Since there are about 10400 possible pulse-shaper
settings (given by the 128 independent LCD pixels addressable
with 12 bit resolution), it is absolutely impossible to scan the
parameter space completely. Evolutionary algorithms have been
developed in the engineering community precisely for such
problems, in which simple model calculations fail. Using
concepts from the natural (biological) evolution, each possible
laser pulse shape is represented by some ™genetic configura-
tion∫, for example, by the voltages which are applied to the
individual LCD pixels (Figure 4). In nature, those individuals that

Figure 4. Evolutionary algorithm. This basic schematic shows one cycle of the
optimization procedure. Each individual within the population pool represents a
specific laser pulse shape (i.e. , specific LCD pixel voltage values). Depending on
the fitness, an individual is either selected for reproduction or it is rejected.
Reproduction operations include mutation, cloning, and crossover of the LCD
voltage arrays. The ™children∫ thus produced constitute the next generation,
which is then evaluated in the same way. Iterating through this loop many times
finally leads to optimized laser pulse shapes.

are better adapted to their environment than their competitors
have better chances for survival, which leads to a natural
selection (™survival of the fittest∫). Genetically favored individuals
therefore have the increased opportunity to transfer their
advantageous traits onto their offspring. In our case, the
measurement of photoproduct yields is used to assign an
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individual ™fitness∫ to each laser pulse shape by comparing the
performance with the desired optimization objective. Depend-
ing on this result, the best laser pulses are selected for
reproduction, and genetic material (i.e. , pulse-shaper settings)
is recombined by crossover and mutation operators. Some of the
™children∫ are then better adjusted to the environment, and
improved qualities are in turn inherited by their children. Due to
the continuing selection process, the overall fitness increases
from generation to generation, and the genetic code ap-
proaches an ™optimal configuration∫, that is, the corresponding
laser pulse optimally controls the photoreaction in the desired
way under the given experimental conditions.
The most important property of this type of optimization is

the generality of the search. In principle, it works for any type of
system, and the user does not need to provide any type of model
for the system's response. The user, whose objective is
optimization, simply has to choose the appropriate fitness
function for the purpose of evaluating the individual pulses.
In the following sections, we will outline several of the

adaptive control experiments that were conducted in our group,
trying to illustrate some general issues in this research field.
However, even if the focus of this review article is on our own
experiments and we do not discuss other work in any detail here,
we want to point out that important contributions were also
made by other groups. The examples of successful experiments
and theoretical investigations are growing continually.
Applications of the closed-loop learning scheme to molecular

systems were first demonstrated in an experiment by Bardeen
et al. , in which the excited-state population of a laser dye in
solution was optimized.[75] Our group was then the first to realize
automated quantum control of photodissociation reactions in
complex molecules.[76,77] Other early examples of the adaptive
scheme include the excitation of different vibrational modes in a
molecular liquid and the control of vibrational dynamics in a
four-wave mixing experiment.[78,79] Meanwhile, photodissocia-
tion control was also accomplished in other groups.[80,81]

But optimal quantum control is not limited to molecular
systems. Femtosecond laser pulse shapers and learning loops
have been used for automated pulse compression and opti-
mized generation of arbitrary laser pulse shapes,[74,82±90] control
of two-photon transitions in atoms,[91,92] shaping of Rydberg
wavepackets,[93] optimization of high-harmonic generation,[94]

and control of ultrafast semiconductor nonlinearities.[95] Shaped
electric fields have also been suggested to be of use in the
context of laser cooling.[96±98]

Recent developments and breakthroughs include furthermore
the transfer of adaptive control methods to achieve selective
photoexcitation in the liquid phase,[99] control over energy
transfer even in a biological system,[100] and the optimization of
Raman-type nonlinear spectroscopy and microscopy.[101±103]

3. Gas-Phase Control

3.1. Photodissociation of Large Molecules

A number of the experiments that we have performed on
adaptive control in large molecules concern organometallic

substances. These have some interesting photochemical/photo-
physical properties and chemical bonds displaying distinct
characteristics. The photochemistry of organometallic com-
pounds has received great attention in the last decades.[104,105]

One of the main reasons for such interest is their successful
application as photocatalysts in many organic reactions.[106±108]

The primary step in these reactions is the generation of
unsaturated species by (photo)dissociation of one or several
ligands from the saturated organometallic precursor. The
efficiency of the primary photolytic step and the chemical
nature of the intermediate species are important for the catalytic
activity. Conventionally, bond cleavage is achieved by intense
UV irradiation. However, it would be fascinating if certain
metal ± ligand bonds could be broken selectively and effi-
ciently, while others were kept intact. This introduces the
prospect that catalytic activity could be ™designed∫ by quantum
control for the specific problem at hand. But of course the
adaptive scheme is not limited to organometallic molecules.
It is precisely the generality of this approach which makes
applications on many different types of systems possible.
Some work on organic molecules is discussed in Sections 3.7
and 3.8.
The first adaptive photodissociation control experiment was

carried out in [CpFe(CO)2Cl] , where Cp�C5H5.[77] This organo-
metallic complex contains different types of chemical metal ±
ligand bonds. After excitation with femtosecond light pulses,
different fragmentation channels are observed. We have select-
ed the two products [CpFe(CO)Cl]� (reached after single-
carbonyl loss) and [FeCl]� (reached after more complete
fragmentation), and maximized as well as minimized the
branching ratio [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� with the evolutionary
algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 5.
The analysis of the mass spectra reveals that it was indeed

possible to ™switch∫ the [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� ratio between 5:1
and 1:1 by applying specially shaped laser pulses. The temporal
profiles of the electric fields indicate a very complex structure

Figure 5. Quantum control of the [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� product ratio. The top
part displays relative yields of the two investigated product channels leading to
[CpFe(CO)Cl]� (dark blocks) and [FeCl]� (hatched blocks). The bottom part shows
the temporal electric fields leading to a maximum (left) and minimum (right)
[CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� ratio, as well as the electric field of a bandwidth-limited
laser pulse (middle) leading to an intermediate branching ratio. The electric fields
are calculated by Fourier-transforming the measured laser spectrum and the
spectral phase applied by the pulse shaper.
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which apparently controls the molecular wavepacket dynamics
in the desired way. The evolutionary algorithm was always
started with completely random genetic configurations. The
photoproducts (which are chemically different from each other
and from the parent molecule) could be produced with
significantly variable yields. Additional information (besides the
photoproducts' masses) about molecular PES or reaction
mechanisms was not needed. The optimum result is found
under the given experimental conditions.

3.2. The Question of Problem Complexity

In addition to obtaining control over quantum systems, one is
often interested in learning more about the significance of the
optimal electric field structure. For example, one can ask how
complex the control problem really is and if much simpler
control fields would not do the same job. One way of addressing
this issue is to repeat the optimization with a reduced number of
parameters and compare the results. We have done this in the
case of [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� maximization,[109] and the evolu-
tion of the feedback signal (which is proportional to the
branching ratio) is shown in Figure 6 as a function of generation
number.

Figure 6. Reduction of parameter space in [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� maximization.
The three experiments in the main graph (and the independent repetition shown
in the inset) are run with 128 individual optimization parameters, 64 parameters,
or 32 parameters, such that sequences of zero, two, or four neighboring LCD
pixels, respectively, are coupled together.

The main figure and the inset both show independent runs
performed under identical laboratory conditions. The same
trend is reproduced in both cases, despite the partly ™random∫
nature of evolutionary search methods. Highest product ratios
are achieved with 128 independent optimization parameters,
and this decreases with each successive reduction in the
parameter space, although in all cases the algorithm delivers
ratios which are superior to the randomly modulated laser pulses
of the first generation, and also superior to bandwidth-limited
laser pulses. These observations indicate that specific features of
the electric field profiles of Figure 5 are meaningful and
necessary to reach optimum control performance. As a more
refined general concept of complexity reduction it was recently
suggested that the learning algorithm itself should find out

which control variables are needed.[110] By introducing suitable
™penalty∫ terms in the fitness function, it should be possible to
reduce the complexity of the electric field (such that interpre-
tation is not obscured by irrelevant features) without substan-
tially diminishing the control performance. Reduced parameter
sets to obtain more insight into the control mechanism were
also discussed by Motzkus and co-workers.[79,100]

Another way to assess the complexity of the control problem
is to perform what we call ™correlation experiments∫. For each
laser pulse shape during the optimization of a certain product
channel, we simultaneously record the SHG yield produced by
the shaped pulse.[109] Since SHG depends in a simple way on the
laser pulse intensity I(t) via

�
I2(t)dt, the presence or absence of

correlations with the optimization objective tells if the control
mechanism is either connected to or different from this intensity
dependence, respectively.
In a first test experiment we investigated the direct ionization

of [CpFe(CO)2Cl] , without being interested in bond cleavage.
Since this process is of a high-order multiphoton nature, it can
be expected that higher laser-pulse intensities increase the
ionization yield. By looking at the resulting scatter plot in
Figure 7a, a clear correlation between [CpFe(CO)2Cl]� yield and
SHG intensity is visible. The ion yield increases for shorter laser
pulses, as does the SHG efficiency. Since there is a one-to-one
correlation between these two observables, it is possible to map
the unknown control problem onto the much simpler and well-
understood SHG process, and the quantum control mechanism
can be understood on the same basis.

Figure 7. Correlation diagrams for [CpFe(CO)2Cl] quantum control. a) In the case
of [CpFe(CO)2Cl]� maximization, the observed ion parent yields are plotted versus
SHG efficiency for all individual laser pulse shapes during the optimization. b) In
the case of [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� maximization, the product ratios are plotted
versus SHG efficiency for all individuals of the optimizations shown in Figure 6.

In the next step, the apparently more complex problem of
[CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� maximization from the previous section
was considered. This time a completely different behavior is
observed (Figure 7b). The correlation diagram reveals a broad
distribution and therefore no clear correlation between the
optimization goal and the SHG efficiency. This is most clearly
seen by considering one specific SHG intensity and then
observing the large range of different [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]�

values achieved which all depend on the exact pulse shape.
Therefore, the mechanism of control active in this molecule
cannot be ascribed to multiphoton absorption probabilities
alone, and this quantum control problem cannot be mapped
onto the much simpler SHG experiment. It requires specifically
shaped electric fields of corresponding high complexity in order
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to reach the desired outcome with optimum efficiency. This
conclusion confirms the observation that reducing the search
space from 128 to 64 and 32 individual parameters results in
inferior optimization performance.
According to these findings, the [CpFe(CO)2Cl] optimization

results cannot be explained by a simple ™intensity∫ variation of
the applied laser fields. It is believed that generalized concepts of
correlation diagrams can be further exploited to shed more light
on the fundamental processes involved in quantum control
experiments. For example, one could think of correlations
between different molecular fragments, SHG, other nonlinear
signals, and also the structure of the electric field itself. These
concepts are also employed in the liquid-phase quantum control
experiments discussed in Section 4.2, in which SHG is used as a
general ™reference∫ signal.

3.3. Ligand Specificity

As still another possibility to determine the specificity of
optimized laser pulse shapes, we have investigated their
performance on chemically similar molecules.[111] For this pur-
pose, a mixture of the two molecules [CpFe(CO)2Cl] and
[CpFe(CO)2Br] (where the halogen ligand was substituted), was
prepared simultaneously in one molecular beam. In the first part
of the experiment, the optimization goal was set as max-
imization of the [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� ratio just as discussed in
the previous two sections. We then performed a maximization of
the [CpFe(CO)Br]�/[FeBr]� ratio under identical experimental
conditions.
The two molecular systems were then compared by inves-

tigating how the electric field optimized for the [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/
[FeCl]� branching ratio influenced the [CpFe(CO)Br]�/[FeBr]�

ratio and vice versa. The results are summarized in Figure 8.
After maximizing the [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� ratio, its value
(column A) is significantly increased with respect to unshaped
laser pulses (dashed black line). Using this same laser pulse
shape on the [CpFe(CO)2Br] molecule, the value of the corre-
sponding [CpFeCOBr]�/[FeBr]� ratio is increased as well (col-
umn B) with respect to unshaped pulses (dashed white line). This
trend indicates the chemical similarities between the two

Figure 8. Comparison of adaptive quantum control experiments on [CpFe-
(CO)2X] (X�Cl, Br). The [CpFe(CO)X]�/[FeX]� ratios are shown for both the
[CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� maximization and the [CpFe(CO)Br]�/[FeBr]� maximiza-
tion. The branching ratios achieved with unshaped femtosecond laser pulses are
indicated by dashed lines.

molecules, that is, an optimally controlled photoproduct
branching ratio in [CpFe(CO)2Cl] also leads to an improvement
in [CpFe(CO)2Br] . The overall lower absolute [CpFeCOBr]�/[FeBr]�

ratio as compared to [CpFeCOCl]�/[FeCl]� is discussed elsewhere
and is not the main focus here.[111]

The sensitivity of the adaptive quantum control approach on
detailed electronic structure is now seen when comparing these
findings with a direct optimization in the [CpFe(CO)2Br] mole-
cule. Whereas the [CpFe(CO)Br]�/[FeBr]� ratio had already been
increased in the [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� optimization (column B),
direct maximization of [CpFe(CO)Br]�/[FeBr]� further improves
on this result and leads to a higher ratio (column D). This means
that the learning algorithm is able to find laser pulse shapes
which are specifically adapted to the ligand substitution Cl�Br.
At the same time, the laser pulse optimized for a high
[CpFe(CO)Br]�/[FeBr]� ratio also increases the [CpFe(CO)Cl]�/
[FeCl]� branching (column C). However, the value after direct
[CpFe(CO)Cl]�/[FeCl]� optimization (column A) is not quite
achieved. This situation is equivalent to the situation discussed
above in that the laser pulse shape optimized for one molecule
also improves the corresponding pathway in the other molecule
because of the chemical similarities, but not to the same value
because of the remaining molecular differences.
Adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping is obviously sensitive

enough to discover and exploit these differences. This is even
true for those channels in which none of the differing Fe�X
bonds are broken. A quantitative understanding of such results
would require detailed quantum dynamical calculations. How-
ever, these findings indicate that adaptive control is able to find
pulse shapes which are specific even for chemically very similar
molecules. This feature might have an application in chemical
analysis, where one would like to obtain some kind of
™signature∫ selectively from one compound in a mixture of
different substances. This idea is further developed and applied
in the liquid-phase experiments discussed in Section 4.3.

3.4. Comparison of Gas-Phase Control and Time-Resolved
Photofragmentation

The experimental schemes described in the previous sections
were used to obtain information about the complexity and the
sensitivity of adaptive control experiments. However, direct
extraction of reaction mechanisms was not possible. It is also
unlikely that this ™problem of inversion∫ can be solved in the
general case by simply ™staring∫ at the optimized field shape
from a single optimization. Nevertheless the question remains if
it were not possible in some simpler molecules to interpret the
optimized laser pulses and to compare this information with
knowledge from other sources. In order to illustrate such issues,
we have worked with a simple organometallic molecule which
contains only one type of metal ± ligand bond: the prototype
[Fe(CO)5] . This molecule was selected because of the detailed
knowledge about ionization and fragmentation dynamics avail-
able from experiments we had performed earlier and from
theoretical models.[112±114] These data can then be compared with
the results from the automated control experiments to check the
performance of the adaptive scheme.[115] Upon irradiation with
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femtosecond laser pulses, [Fe(CO)5] can be ionized in a multi-
photon process, or it can undergo ligand-loss photochemistry.
Here we concentrate on the ratio of direct ionization, to produce
the undissociated parent ion [Fe(CO)5]� , versus complete
fragmentation and ionization, to produce the bare Fe� ion.
In the learning algorithm, therefore, the fitness function was

set with the goal of maximizing and minimizing the branching
ratio [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� between these two channels. If, as in this
case, signal ratios are to be optimized, one often has also to take
into account the absolute signal height. The fitness value can
become very high if the value in the denominator of the fitness
function is very small. Since we do not want signals below the
noise level to contribute substantially to the optimization
procedure, we often introduce a threshold value in the
denominator which is used instead of the measured ion signal
whenever the ion signal falls below that level. Using suitable
threshold values, the evolutionary algorithm was capable of
controlling the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratio between 2.2 and 0.2. These
numbers are different from those reported in the first realization
of this experiment because of the application of the threshold in
the denominator and because of different experimental con-
ditions (such as the available laser pulse energy).[77,115]

However, using the threshold procedure leads to laser pulses
in which the intensity is concentrated in those time intervals
relevant to the control process. It is therefore very interesting to
compare the optimum laser pulse shapes with the results from
conventional femtosecond pump±probe transients obtained
earlier.[112,113] Intensity autocorrelations for the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe�

maximization and the minimization experiment are shown in
Figures 9a and 9b, respectively. In the case of [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe�

maximization, an ultrashort, bandwith-limited laser pulse is

Figure 9. Comparison of adaptive quantum control and pump ± probe transi-
ents on [Fe(CO)5] . Intensity autocorrelations are shown a) for automated
[Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� maximization and b) for automated [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� minimization
at 800 nm. c) Conventional 400-nm-pump ± 800-nm-probe transients of
[Fe(CO)5]� and Fe� are used to calculate d) the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratio as a function
of pump ± probe delay.

achieved. On the other hand, the minimization experiment
reveals a three-peak structure, which indicates a temporal
double pulse with a 500-fs interpulse delay. Figure 9c shows the
regular pump±probe transients which were used to calculate
the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratio as a function of delay time (Figure 9d).
The highest ratio is achieved with overlapping pump and probe

laser pulses, consistent with the result from the automated
experiment in Figure 9a. For increasing delay times, the
[Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� value drops until at approximately 500 fs, the
minimum is reached. This is again qualitatively the same as
observed in the adaptive scheme of Figure 9b.
The interpretation of these results is that the first part of the

optimum (double) pulse initiates wavepackets on one (or
several) electronically excited PES,[115] and the temporal evolu-
tion ultimately leads to the dissociation of the [Fe(CO)5]
molecule. If the second portion of the optimum pulse arrives
after the dissociation process is complete (as in Figures 9b and
9d for large delay times), then the fragment population is
transferred to the ionic continuum and detected by the TOF
mass spectrometer. In this case, Fe� is the main photoproduct.
On the other hand, if the ™second part∫ of the optimized laser
pulse arrives much earlier or even at the same time as the first
pulse (as in Figures 9a and 9d for short delay times), then the
dissociation is not yet complete, and the final population is
mainly found in the ionic parent molecule.
The successful control of the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� branching ratio

and its interpretation are very promising confirmations of the
adaptive learning concept. It tells us that if some ™simple∫ single-
parameter control method (such as pump±probe control in the
Tannor ±Kosloff ± Rice style) is sufficient for optimal control, the
evolutionary algorithm is capable of finding this mechanism
even in a vast search space. In that case, it is even possible to
extract some information from the optimal pulse shape, namely
the dissociation timescale. On the other hand, if more complex
schemes are required (such as those in the previous sections),
they can be discovered as well. Comparisons between exper-
imental optimized pulse shapes and detailed quantum-chemical
calculations are also performed in other groups.[116,117]

3.5. Absolute and Relative Product Yields

After these examples on contolling branching ratios, the
question turns up of how absolute product yields can also be
controlled. This question is especially interesting when consid-
ering potential future applications in synthetic chemistry, where
one is interested in both the purity of photoproducts (i.e. , the
relative yields of wanted products versus unwanted by-prod-
ucts) as well as their generation efficiency (i.e. , the absolute
yields). The philosophy of adaptive control is now such that
everything that one ™asks the molecule to do∫ is simply included
in the fitness function in the proper way.
For this purpose, we have used a fitness function of the form

f(x,y)�ax/max{y,y0}�bx� cy, where x and y are the signal
heights of the wanted and unwanted photoproduct, respective-
ly, y0 is the threshold value as described in the previous section,
and a, b, and c are parameters that determine the importance of
the ratio optimization with respect to the optimization of the
absolute signals. Similar concepts are also used in optimal
control theory, where ™penalty terms∫ with different weighting
factors have been introduced to deal with multiple optimization
goals.[52] Optimization experiments were performed with x�
[Fe(CO)5]� and y� Fe�, in which we sought to maximize the
[Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratio, and the parameter settings a, b, and c were
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varied in a systematic fashion. A suitable threshold value (y0) was
always used in order to prevent signals from below the noise
level to enter the fitness calculation. These experiments have
been performed with 400-nm excitation, where a nonlinear
optical crystal between the pulse shaper and the molecular
beam provided shaped laser pulses at the second harmonic of
the laser frequency. Therefore the ratios achieved here should
not directly be compared with the results from the previous
section. On the other hand, successful control with 400-nm
pulses demonstrates the general applicability of the method also
in other spectral regimes.
The results are summarized in Figure 10.[115] If most of the

weight is put on the optimization of the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratio (left
column), the highest value of the ratio within this series is

Figure 10. Summary of results for [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� maximization using different
fitness functions. The upper line of solid blocks in this table represents the
achieved [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratios, whereas the lower line indicates the absolute
individual product yields of [Fe(CO)5]� (hatched blocks) and Fe� (open blocks). The
optimization goal was maximization of the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratio along with
maximization of the total product yields [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe�. In the left column, most
weight has been put on a maximization of the [Fe(CO)5]�/Fe� ratio. In the middle
column, both ratio and total yields have been given some weight, and in the right
column, most weight was on the maximization of the total yields.

achieved. The absolute signal height, however, is rather small. If
more and more weight is put on the absolute product yields
(middle and right columns), the total signal can be increased
substantially. This increase, however, occurs at the cost of the
maximum achievable product ratio (although in all cases the
optimized ratios are still better than the ratio achieved with
unshaped laser pulses). These results show that it is indeed
possible to control simultaneously the absolute and relative
product yields. The experimenter simply has to specify the
relative importance of these optimization goals using a suitable
fitness function.

3.6. Atomic Multiphoton Ionization

Apart from the potential application of quantum control in
synthetic chemistry, adaptive techniques are also useful in
fundamental research. In this section, we discuss an example
from atomic physics concerning electron ± electron correlations
and the question of double ionization in two-electron atoms.
There has been a long-standing discussion about the conditions
under which two photoelectrons are ejected sequentially or
nonsequentially. Correlated electron emission has been reported
in the case of helium.[118,119] We used adaptive femtosecond pulse

shaping to address the question of double ionization in atomic
calcium.[120] Alkaline earth atoms are attractive systems in this
context because they have lower ionization thresholds than
noble gases, and a manifold of doubly excited states are
embedded in the ionic continuum between the first and second
ionization threshold. These states can serve as intermediate
resonances in multiphoton ionization, and the adaptive techni-
que can explore a large number of potential excitation path-
ways.
In earlier studies on double ionization of calcium, comparable

Ca� ion and Ca2� ion yields were found after 1064-nm pico-
second excitation in an intensity regime of approximately
1012 Wcm�2, where the enhanced Ca2� yield was attributed to
the effect of a dynamically shifting resonance.[121] In another
work, it was concluded with the help of photoelectron spectro-
scopy that sequential ionization is the dominant process for Ca2�

ion production.[122] Here it is shown how we can use adaptive
femtosecond quantum control to learn more about the relevant
photoprocesses. Double ionization is increased by reducing the
contribution from sequential ionization and enhancing the
contribution from nonsequential electron emission.[120]

For this purpose, we employed adaptive learning control to
maximize the Ca2� yield. The situation for the Ca� and the Ca2�

ion yields before optimization is shown in Figure 11a (left). It is
seen that with unmodulated 800 -nm laser pulses at a peak
intensity of approximately 2�1012 Wcm�2, the single-ionization

Figure 11. Optimization of double ionization in atomic Ca. a) The Ca� and Ca2�

ion yields are shown before (left, gray blocks) and after (right, red blocks)
maximization of Ca2�. b) The structure of the optimal laser field is depicted by its
Wigner transform (with dark blue corresponding to negative amplitudes, and the
colors ranging from white to red indicating increasingly positive amplitudes).
c) Kinetic-energy distributions of photoelectrons are shown for the situation
before (dashed black line) and after Ca2� optimization (solid red line). Specific
features A, B, and C are assigned to specific ionization pathways in d) a simplified
energy-level diagram of atomic Ca. The blue arrows represent the energy of 800-
nm laser radiation, the green arrows photoelectron energies. Many of the doubly
excited intermediate states (Rydberg series) are not included.
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yield is about twice the double-ionization yield. With this laser
intensity, we are well within the multiphoton regime. However,
after optimization the Ca� ion yield drops and the Ca2� ion yield is
increased (Figure 11a, right). Interestingly, this increase is associ-
ated not with a bandwidth-limited pulse shape but with an
electric laser field which shows complex structure in its Wigner
distribution (Figure 11b). In total, 12-photon absorption is re-
quired to reach the double-ionization threshold. The fact that the
shortest possible (bandwidth-limited) pulse is not optimal for this
process points to the influence of intermediate resonances.
In order to understand the nature of the excitation pathways

better, photoelectron spectra were recorded and are shown in
Figure 11c for the unshaped laser pulse (dashed black line) and
the pulse shape which maximizes Ca2� production (solid red
line). The spectra are dominated by three major contributions
which can be attributed to different ionization pathways as
depicted in the simplified level scheme of Figure 11d. Pathway A
corresponds to a six-photon absorption process in which
excitation of the 4pnl autoionizing states occurs via the
intermediate autoionizing resonances 3d2 and 3dnl. The auto-
ionization of the 4pnl states into the Ca�(4s) gives rise to the
observed peak A at about 21000 cm�1. An additional ionization
pathway connected with this six-photon absorption is the
ionization and formation of excited Ca�(4p), due to the broad
excitation bandwidth. Further resonant four-photon excitation
of Ca�(4p) into Ca�(6p) and subsequent two-photon photo-
ionization yields Ca2�(3p6). Another pathway for single ionization
is seen in peak B at 9000 cm�1, which is attributed to a five-
photon excitation of the 3dnl autoionizing states with subse-
quent decay forming the ground Ca�(4s) state. In one channel of
the sequential double-ionization process, additional eight-
photon excitation from Ca�(4s) leads to Ca2�(3p6) and an excess
photoelectron energy of about 3000 cm�1 (peak C). Electrons
from the nonsequential double-ionization pathway D share the
excess energy, which leads to a flat continuous spectrum that
cannot be observed due to experimental imperfections.
It can be seen that the effect of the adaptive Ca2� ion

maximization scheme was to reduce the single-ionization path B
and correspondingly also the sequential double-ionization
path C. However, the Ca2� ion yield was increased in the
optimization, as can be seen in Figure 11a. Therefore, this
increase can by no means be attributed to sequential ionization.
However, after optimization the yield for photoelectrons A was
increased. These electrons arise from 4pnl autoionization into
Ca�(4s). Since the 4pnl manifold is an intermediate resonance for
pathway D, the enhanced Ca2� ion yield is indeed due to
nonsequential double ionization. Hence, with adaptive femto-
second pulse shaping it is possible to decrease the yields of the
dominant single-ionization and sequential double-ionization
pathways and to enhance nonsequential electron emission. In
this process, the shaped laser field makes use of doubly excited
intermediate resonances, for example the bound Ca**(3d2)
states below the first ionization threshold which can be reached
by four-photon excitation with the red part of the laser
spectrum. Further excitation can proceed through successive
single-photon absorptions via Ca**(3dnl), Ca**(4pnl) and higher
Ca**(n�l�nl) states eventually resulting in Ca2�(3p6). (This in-

creased transfer probability was seen in the enhancement of
photoelectrons A.) Thus the Ca2� ion generation with 800-nm
photons is broken down into a series of excitation steps, where
the highest nonlinearity is only a fourth-order process. This is
consistent with an investigation of the intensity dependence of
Ca2� ion production, which reveals a ™power law∫ of about fourth
order. The experiment reported here was also analyzed theoret-
ically in nonperturbative time-dependent calculations per-
formed by Suzor-Weiner and co-workers,[123] demonstrating that
electron correlations indeed play a significant role in the
enhancement of double ionization, and doubly excited states
serve as intermediate resonances. Furthermore, the dynamical
Stark effect can be optimally exploited by the shaped laser field
profile to shift intermediate levels into resonance at the desired
point of the population transfer.
Alternatively to the optimization of the Ca2� ion yield with

subsequent analysis of the photoelectron distribution, we also
demonstrated that photoelectron spectroscopy can be used
directly as feedback in adaptive quantum control.[120] This
technique should also be applicable to large molecules, giving
more detailed information about the ensuing wavepacket
dynamics and even allowing control over structural changes
such as, for example, in photoisomerization reactions.

3.7. Selective Bond Breakage

In the experiments of the previous sections, different organo-
metallic and atomic branching ratios and/or absolute product
yields were controlled by adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping.
However, the question of selective bond breakage was not
explicitly addressed. For example, in the [CpFe(CO)2X] molecules
the branching ratios [CpFe(CO)X]�/[FeX]� were investigated, by
comparing single-CO loss with more complete fragmentation
leaving only the Fe�X bond intact. In this section, on the other
hand, we are concerned with true bond-selective photochem-
istry,[124] that is, the bond broken in one channel should be
preserved in any event in the competing channel. For this
purpose, we worked with polyhaloalkanes. An early approach to
bond selectivity has involved wavelength tuning of narrow-band
UV laser sources to excite electronic transitions to the dissocia-
tive continua of selective bonds. Successful application has been
demonstrated by Butler et al.[125] on gas-phase photoproduct
distributions of CH2BrI, where excitation at 210 nm resulted in
exclusive fission of the stronger carbon�halogen (C�Br) bond
while excitation at 248 nm resulted in photoproduct distribu-
tions dominated by cleavage of the weaker C�I bond.
Nevertheless, this high selectivity is not found in all poly-

haloalkanes, and theoretical work shows that the loss of
photoproduct specificity following excited-state evolution is a
result of strong nonadiabatic coupling among competing
dissociation channels.[126,127] The question is therefore if in such
a situation adaptive quantum control could be used to find
shaped excitation fields (at one given central wavelength) that
would selectively break either one or the other carbon±halogen
bond. Specifically, we have attempted to break preferentially the
stronger (C�Cl) versus the weaker (C�Br) bond in the model
system CH2BrCl.
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The fitness function in the evolutionary algorithm was there-
fore set to maximize the [CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� ratio, and it could
indeed be increased by 100% from 0.083 for bandwidth-limited
laser pulses to 0.167 for the optimized pulse shape.[124] Again it is
useful to plot correlation-type diagrams as introduced in
Section 3.2. In Figure 12, we show the value of the [CH2Br]�/
[CH2Cl]� ratio versus the measured SHG efficiency for each laser

Figure 12. Correlation diagrams for selective bond breakage in CH2BrCl. The
value of the [CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� branching ratio is plotted versus SHG yield for all
laser pulses explored in the two optimizations of a) [CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� max-
imization and b) SHG maximization.

pulse explored during the two optimizations: maximization of
[CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� (Figure 12a) and maximization of SHG (Fig-
ure 12b). When SHG maximization is the goal, the signal evolves
from low-intensity random-phased individuals to higher inten-
sities resulting in the shortest possible pulse. (The technological
relevance of this behavior will be discussed in Section 5.1.) A
wide variation in laser pulse intensity is sampled at constant
pulse energy, but the [CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� ratio changes only
slightly during this variation (Figure 12b). The maximization of
[CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� shows a completely different behavior (Fig-
ure 12a). Although the algorithm samples mainly laser pulses
from within a narrow SHG intensity range, it obtains a much
larger range in product ratios. Thus, the quantum control
problem of maximizing [CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� cannot be solved with
simple intensity variation as in SHG maximization.
This experiment has demonstrated bond-selective photo-

chemistry with shaped femtosecond laser pulses, where a
significant relative change in the breaking of the stronger
carbon ±halogen bond was achieved and the investigated
branching ratio was doubled. It was shown that this effect is
not simply a result of intensity changes in the laser pulse. Rather,
it appears that the shaped pulse changes the fragmentation
dynamics, and the control mechanismmay involve manipulation
of wavepacket motion on neutral dissociative PES that are not
involved in photoproduct formation with bandwidth-limited
800-nm laser pulses. These results are an encouraging indication
that even in systems such as CH2BrCl, where excited states are
highly coupled, complex laser fields may be useful for achieving
bond-selective photochemistry. It is worth noting that, to our

surprise, we also observed a dependence of the isotopic
photoproduct distribution on the laser pulse shape.[124] For
example, in the [CH2Br]�/[CH2Cl]� maximization experiment, we
have used the [CH2

79Br]� mass peak in the fitness function. After
convergence, it was enhanced with respect to its isotopic
counterpart, [CH2

81Br]� . These results suggest that adaptive
pulse shaping can also be used to control isotope ratios directly.
Such experiments are currently underway in our laboratory.

3.8. Chemical Conversion

Bond-selective photochemistry, as just illustrated, has an im-
portant potential use in chemical synthesis for the production of
reactive intermediates or the formation of specific products.
With this technique, specific molecular groups could be
separated from the parent molecule in a single step for further
chemical synthesis, leaving the rest of the molecule intact. Thus
the production of unwanted side-products in additional pro-
duction steps can be avoided. Some further speculative ideas
about the usage of such a scheme are given in Section 5.3 and
Figure 18. In organic chemistry, for example, it is often desirable
to remove an acid group as one step within the synthetic
procedure, without destroying the remainder of the molecule.
We used lactic acid (CH3HOHCOOH) as a prototype organic

molecule to illustrate this issue.[128] The scope of the optimization
here was to convert lactic acid efficiently into ethanol by
removing the carboxylic acid group. (Strictly speaking, the
product after COOH abstraction lacks one hydrogen atom as
compared to ethanol, but in an acidic liquid-phase environment,
for example, the required proton is easily provided to fill the
gap.) The quantity of the methyl fragment was used as a
measure of an unwanted side-product arising after breakage of
the ™wrong∫ bond. We therefore optimized the branching ratio
of the removal of the carboxylic acid group (COOH) versus the
removal of the methyl group (CH3). Figure 13a shows that the

Figure 13. Selective bond breaking in lactic acid. The desired fragment is
[COOH], the undesired fragment is [CH3] . a) Absolute ion yields of these two
fragments are plotted for unmodulated laser pulses (b) and for laser pulses where
the COOH�/CH�

3 ratio was maximized (c). The branching ratio is increased by over
a factor of 5 from 24 to 130. Intensity autocorrelations are shown after many-
parameter [COOH]�/[CH3]� maximization.
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[COOH]�/[CH3]� ratio can be increased from a value of 24
obtained with unmodulated laser pulses by a factor of five up to
a value of 130, obtained with the optimized laser pulse. Thus
bond-selective photodissociation is also achieved in this com-
plex organic molecule as desired by the experimenter. Intensity
autocorrelations for the unmodulated laser pulse and the pulse
found in the maximization of the branching ratio are displayed in
Figures 13b and 13c, respectively. Thus, efficient chemical
conversion from lactic acid to ethanol was realized by adaptive
femtosecond pulse shaping. We were able to break a desired
bond without further fragmentation of the remaining molecule.

4. Liquid-Phase Control

4.1. Challenges and Opportunities

By now it should be evident that adaptive femtosecond pulse
shaping is a very valuable methodology for controlling light ±
matter interactions in complex systems. Its applicability in
chemical synthesis was, in principle, demonstrated in such
experiments as the chemical conversion of lactic acid. However,
it is undoubtedly necessary to transfer the technology to the
solution-phase medium, where most preparative chemistry is
done and where high-enough particle densities are available to
allow the processing of macroscopic amounts of chemical
substances. This transfer presents certain challenges that are
relaxed in gas-phase control problems.
For most molecular systems, introducing a solvent environ-

ment strongly increases the complexity of the time-dependent
distribution of energy following photoexcitation.[129] Further-
more, it is generally the case that the timescale in which
vibrational coherence remains in a molecular system is de-
creased as the coupling between the solute and its environment
increases. Since quantum optical control relies on the manipu-
lation of interference phenomena, its viability at controlling
solution-phase photochemistry requires that the challenges
brought forth by rapid dephasing can be overcome. Adaptive
pulse shaping, because of the implementation of feedback as a
learning mechanism and the use of extremely large parameter
spaces, is ideally suited for approaching this difficult physical
problem. Successful demonstrations of control in the solution
phase should begin to shed light on the question of what types
of excited-state dynamics are amenable to control in the
presence of solute ± solvent interactions. Furthermore, as the
techniques and associated theoretical methods develop, it may
one day be possible to extract from optimal electric fields
information about the time-dependent response of the solvent
throughout the evolution of the molecule; a first example of
such an analysis is presented in Section 4.3.
Typical questions and opportunities for adaptive quantum

control in the liquid phase are therefore: Can one induce
chemistry that is not otherwise possible? Is it possible to control
bimolecular processes and to synthesize chemical compounds
efficiently? Can we achieve control in the presence of solvent ±
solute interactions? And ultimately, can we obtain information
about molecular solution-phase dynamics? From a practical
standpoint, what are suitable feedback signals to monitor

photoprocesses in liquids? Although the field of liquid-phase
adaptive quantum control is still in the beginning, and first
experiments are just turning up, the possible applications are
fascinating. In the following, we will illustrate our own efforts
along these lines.

4.2. Demonstration of Molecular Sensitivity

As a starting point for liquid-phase quantum control experi-
ments we have chosen an electronic transfer process in
[Ru(dpb)3](PF6)2, where dpb� 4,4�-diphenyl-2,2�-bipyridine, dis-
solved in methanol.[130±133] After absorption of two 800-nm
photons, a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) can be
induced in this chromophore. Excited-state evolution (possibly
accompanied by additional interaction with the applied laser
field) can bring the population into a triplet state from where
spontaneous emission around 650 nm is observed on a micro-
second timescale, leading back to the ground state (Figure 14a).
This emission signal can be used as a measure for the population
that was transferred into the 3MLCT state.

Figure 14. Optimization of [Ru(dpb)3]2� emission in methanol. a) The schematic
of the control methodology is shown, in which a shaped 800-nm laser pulse
excites the 1MLCT band by two-photon absorption, followed by excited-state
evolution and spontaneous emission from the 3MLCT band. b) The evolution of
the ratio emission/SHG yield is plotted as a function of generation number within
the evolutionary algorithm for emission/SHG maximization (�), minimization (�),
and unmodulated laser pulses (––) for comparison.

The main motivation behind many of the literature studies of
Ru2� MLCT chromophores was to use the long-lived 3MLCT state
for initiation of redox photochemistry. From that perspective, it
would be very interesting to find excitation schemes which
specifically and efficiently prepare this triplet state. However, the
MLCT excitation occurs by two-photon absorption without real
intermediate levels and is therefore dominantly second-order
intensity dependent. Direct optimization of the emission signal
therefore leads to optimally short (bandwidth-limited) laser
pulses.[134] Here it is of interest to exploit specific properties of
the [Ru(dpb)3]2� excited-state PES by using specifically shaped
laser pulses.[134] For that purpose, we use a suitable ™normal-
ization∫ of the fitness function so that the dominant dependence
of the emission signal on pulse intensity is suppressed. This can
be achieved by second-harmonic generation (SHG) of the
shaped pulse in a thin nonlinear optical crystal. There, only
virtual (structureless) intermediate states are reached. In an
optimization of the emission/SHG ratio, therefore, the intensity
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dependence is ™canceled∫ due to its presence in both the
numerator and the denominator of the fitness function as can be
analyzed in second-order perturbation theory.[134] The resulting
optimized laser pulse shapes then indicate the specific molecular
properties of the excited-state PES.
The evolution of the feedback signal (Figure 14b) clearly

shows that the emission/SHG ratio can be maximized (�) as well
as minimized (�). By comparing the optimal ratios with the value
achieved without phase modulation (solid line), it is clear that
bandwidth-limited pulses are not satisfactory for achieving
optimal conditions. We can therefore conclude that molecular
sensitivity is reached with many-parameter femtosecond pulse
shaping by comparing the molecular response to a general
™reference signal∫. In the next section, we use this sensitivity to
reach photoselective excitation in mixtures of different molecules.

4.3. Reaching Photoselectivity

As an extension of the investigations from the previous section
we now consider simultaneous but selective multiphoton
excitation of two distinct electronically and structurally complex
dye molecules in solution.[99] The experimental setup was already
shown in Figure 3. Here, we compare single-parameter quantum
control schemes (variation of wavelength, intensity, and linear
chirp) and many-parameter adaptive control by use of the pulse
shaper. The question is asked if and how coherent light fields can
be used to excite one specific molecule selectively (here, the
laser dye DCM) but not or at least much less so another one
(here: [Ru(dpb)3]2�) within liquid-phase solute ± solvent mixtures.
After two-photon absorption and excited-state dynamics in both
molecules along with additional interactions with the shaped
electric field, the spontaneous emission yields are again used as
a measure for the excited-state populations. The emission ratio is
then used as feedback signal in the evolutionary algorithm as it
reflects the excitation ratio between the two molecules.
The results of these investigations are shown in Figure 15. An

obvious starting place for selective excitation of molecules using
light is to choose the corresponding excitation wavelength
adequately. However, in large molecules (especially in the liquid
phase), absorption spectra are often broad, unstructured, and
hence unspecific. This is also the case here. Since broadband
800-nm femtosecond laser pulses are employed, the second-

Figure 15. Control of liquid-phase molecular excitation. a) The relative DCM/
[Ru(dpb)3]2� linear absorption ratio (––) is shown as a function of wavelength.
The second-order power spectrum (- - - -) of a bandwidth-limited laser pulse is
shown to illustrate possible two-photon transition frequencies. The DCM/
[Ru(dpb)3]2� emission ratio is plotted b) for varying pulse energies of unshaped
laser pulses, c) for varying second-order spectral phase (i.e. , linear chirp), d) for
scanning a symmetric and rectangular window of 5 nm width over the laser
spectrum, and e) for many-parameter phase-shaping as a function of generation
number within the evolutionary algorithm.

order power spectrum for a bandwidth-limited laser pulse
(Figure 15a, ����) indicates which transition frequencies are
possible in two-photon absorption processes. The DCM/
[Ru(dpb)3]2� linear absorption ratio within this spectral range
(Figure 15a, ––) does not vary significantly (i.e. , the absorption
spectra are identical), and therefore selective excitation of one
molecule with respect to the other is not possible by varying the
corresponding (one-photon) excitation wavelength in the
relevant range.
Similarly, it is also not possible to vary the excitation ratio by

changing the laser power through attenuation (Figure 15b). This
is because both molecules are excited in a two-photon process,
and the intensity dependencies in the numerator and the
denominator of the ratio cancel each other. Varying linear chirp is
another possibility which has been exploited successfully in
previous coherent control experiments.[41,44±46,75] However, under
the conditions here the DCM/[Ru(dpb)3]2� emission ratio does
not change as a function of linear chirp (Figure 15c). Qualita-
tively, this happens because the two molecules DCM and
[Ru(dpb)3]2� respond to linear chirp exactly in the same way:
Introduction of second-order spectral phase increases the laser
pulse duration, reduces the temporal peak intensity, and there-
fore reduces the transition probability for the induced non-
resonant two-photon excitation processes. Still another possi-
bility of selective control in two-photon absorption would be
given if the two-photon absorption cross-sections were different
for the two molecules. This possibility was investigated by
scanning a rectangular transmission window over the laser
spectrum while recording the emission signals (Figure 15d).
Within the statistical uncertainties, the DCM/[Ru(dpb)3]2� emis-
sion ratio does not change and selective excitation is not
possible.
All these results seem to indicate that the excitation processes

for each molecule in the case of spectrally broad absorption
bands cannot be separately controlled. However, this assump-
tion is wrong, and selective excitation can be achieved if many-
parameter adaptive quantum control is employed. Using the
DCM/[Ru(dpb)3]2� emission ratio as a feedback signal, the
evolutionary algorithm iteratively improves the signal by approx-
imately 50% (Figure 15e). This result demonstrates that one
molecule (DCM) can be selectively excited with respect to the
other molecule ([Ru(dpb)3]2�). It should be emphasized that
control is possible in the presence of complex solute± solvent
interactions. The feedback signal rises significantly above the level
given by the (unsuccessful) single-parameter schemes (- - - -). The
failure of the single-parameter schemes indicates that the control
mechanism cannot be based on the initial excitation step (which
is identical for the two molecules), but exploits the differences in
the dynamical wavepacket evolutions on excited-state PES.

5. Further Applications and Technological
Developments

5.1. Automated Laser Pulse Compression

The concept of adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping is useful
not only in quantum control of complex systems but also in
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technological applications. For example, even with nowadays
rapidly improving ultrashort laser technology, bandwidth-lim-
ited amplified femtosecond laser pulses are difficult to generate.
Often laser pulses have acquired higher-order spectral phase
distortions upon propagation through the various optical
elements of the stretcher ± amplifier ± compressor configuration.
This leads to imperfect temporal characteristics that, by conven-
tional methods, can only be compensated with sophisticated
design and elaborate alignment procedures. In this context, a
computer-controlled pulse shaper represents an ideal tool, and
in combination with a learning loop it is even possible to avoid
the need for detailed pulse-shape characterization.
A typical pulse shape emerging from a nonideal femtosecond

laser system is shown in Figure 16a. An asymmetric distribution
of the temporal intensity with significant prepulse and ™should-

er∫ contributions is visible. These pulses are now used as input to
the ™black-box∫ pulse optimizer shown in Figure 16b. Here, SHG
of the amplified and shaped laser pulse is used as feedback
signal in the evolutionary algorithm.[84] The SHG signal is
proportional to

�
I2(t)dt, and hence the shorter the pulse at a

given energy, the higher the second-harmonic yield because of
the second-order nonlinearity. Maximizing SHG then leads to a
bandwidth-limited laser pulse.[74,82±84,88] This pulse is analyzed in
Figure 16c, where the optimized shape is very smooth, sym-
metric, and temporally shortened. The shoulders have disap-
peared, and the variation of the phase (chirp) over the relevant
temporal range is also reduced and flat.
This result shows that adaptive femtosecond pulse shaping

can remove higher-order spectral phase modulations which
often arise in femtosecond amplifier laser systems. If optical
elements between the output of the pulse shaper and the
experiment further modify the pulse by material dispersion, the
adaptive technique can also be used to precompensate for these
effects. The experimenter simply has to define the feedback
signal (i.e. , second-harmonic production) at the spot of the
experiment, and the pulses will be optimally short at the desired
location. Some commercial femtosecond amplification systems
are now already being sold with built-in pulse shapers (using
acousto-optic modulators instead of LCDs), since the success of
pulse compression experiments such as the one above have

proven that this simple-to-use technology is very valuable in
order to achieve significant performance improvement.

5.2. Field Polarization Control

In the experiments discussed up to now, the spectral laser phase
was varied in an adaptive learning loop to optimally reach
specific control objectives. In the case of photocontrolled
molecules, an intuitive classical picture of these processes is
that the electric field ™pulls∫ at chemical bonds within the
molecule at certain optimal times with specific frequencies.
However, physical systems such as molecules are three-dimen-
sional. One can therefore ask if it is not possible to make use of
the vectorial properties of light as well and to additionally ™pull∫
along the correct spatial directions. This requires controlling the

polarization state of light on a femtosecond time-
scale. We have recently developed such a technique
which we call femtosecond polarization pulse shap-
ing.[135±138] It introduces a fundamentally new way of
manipulating electromagnetic waves. For the first
time, temporal intensity, momentary frequency,
degree of ellipticity, and orientation of elliptical
principal axes can be varied in a complex manner
within a single laser pulse.
Without discussing the details of the experimental

setup, it can be said that the basic scheme is similar
to the phase-only pulse shaper discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1. However, here a two-layer LCD is used to
spectrally manipulate two orthogonal polarization
components, and their interference leads to com-
plex polarization profiles in the time domain. An
example for such a laser pulse is shown in Figure 17.

In this graph, the sizes of the ellipses represent the amplitudes of
the electric field at specific times, and the colors indicate the
momentary oscillation frequency. It can be seen that the
polarization state evolves in a complicated fashion, reaching
different transient linear, elliptical and circular polarization

Figure 17. Quasi-3D electric field representation for a polarization-shaped
femtosecond laser pulse. Time evolves from left to right in this simulation, and
electric field amplitudes are indicated by the sizes of the corresponding ellipses.
The momentary frequency can be indicated by colors or gray shading, and the
shadows represent the amplitude envelopes of component E1 (bottom) and
component E2 (top) separately.

Figure 16. Automated laser pulse compression. a) The pulse shape before optimization was
evaluated from FROG analysis and shows the temporal intensity (solid line) and phase (dashed
line). b) The experimental setup contains the pulse shaper, second-harmonic generation (SHG)
and detection by a photodiode (PD) as feedback signal for the learning computer algorithm.
c) The resulting optimized pulse shape displays a much shorter temporal intensity profile (––)
and essentially chirp-free phase (- - - -).
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regions. Care must be taken in the accurate characterization of
these pulse shapes, since each optical element between pulse
shaper and experiment (such as mirrors or beam splitters) can
nontrivially modify the polarization profile.[136]

Polarization femtosecond pulse shaping can be considered to
be a novel spectroscopic technique, because the temporal as
well as three-dimensional spatial properties of quantum wave-
functions can potentially be addressed and controlled. Immedi-
ate applications are found in obvious extensions of the experi-
ments discussed in Sections 3 and 4. But there are also
fundamentally new prospects which rely on the vectorial
manipulation of light ±matter interactions. The door to many
experimental possibilities has just been opened.

5.3. Future Research Directions

While the first theoretical ideas for (single-parameter) quantum
control had already been introduced in the 1980s (Section 1.2)
and also optimal control concepts were investigated numerically
in detail, actual experimental realizations of the coherent control
of complex quantum systems were witnessed only within the
last five years. Especially the development of adaptive learning in
combination with femtosecond pulse shaping made it possible
to deal with many different control problems and scenarios in an
optimal fashion. It now seems that experimental data is
accumulating quickly, and surprising breakthroughs are reported
frequently as more and more groups worldwide join this exciting
research field. So what remains still to be done, and what are the
open questions?
From the experimental side it is now clear that adaptive

femtosecond pulse shaping is a very flexible tool for achieving
control under various experimental conditions, although cer-
tainly other techniques such as STIRAP have improved signifi-
cantly as well since their first demonstrations. One major goal of
quantum control not yet realized, however, is the control of
™true∫ chemical reactions under liquid-phase conditions where
specific bonds are broken and other bonds are formed; that is,
the specific synthesis of chemical substances with macroscopic
amounts still has to be shown. This goal is of course also
connected to the question about economic efficiency. The use of
coherent light fields for selective chemical transformation is
certainly very fascinating from a fundamental point of view, but
can it also become an attractive tool for commercial applications
in chemical/pharmaceutical industry? We have the feeling that
with the increasing number of successful quantum control
demonstrations in recent times, industry is already becoming
very interested and possibly willing to invest in this new
technology. The ™price for photons∫ may as well further drop in
the future if the market for femtosecond laser systems continues
to grow, making quantum control a true competitor to conven-
tional chemistry for certain classes of synthetic procedures.
As an example for such applications, one could envision that

with adaptive control it is possible to find ™short-cuts∫ for
conventional many-step synthetic procedures. Consider the
example shown in Figure 18, where molecule R has two
functional groups A and B. The goal is now to replace A with
ligand L. However, since the R�B bonding is much weaker than

Figure 18. Adaptive quantum control versus protective-group chemical syn-
thesis. Replacing the strongly bounded group A with ligand L can be conven-
tionally achieved by ™protecting∫ the weakly bound B with suitable groups before
reactant L is added (bottom part, gray blocks). On the other hand, with tailored
femtosecond laser fields (top part) it might be possible to step directly to the final
product by selectively breaking the correct bond.

the R�A bonding, direct combination of the reactants would
lead to ARL rather than to LRB. A conventional way to attack this
problem is to employ ™protective groups∫ (very schematically
indicated in the bottom part of the figure by the grey-shaded
blocks) which strengthen the R�B bond. After the desired A�L
substitution, the protective groups then have to be carefully
removed. However, with the background of the many successful
adaptive photodissociation control experiments, it might be
possible also to go directly in one step from the initial molecule
to the final product by using a suitable light field which
selectively breaks the R�A bond instead of the R�B bond (top
part of the figure). Such examples of enhanced breakage of the
stronger versus the weaker bond have already been demon-
strated in the gas phase (Section 3.7). With these or similar
scenarios, it is clear that quantum control could significantly
reduce operating expenses in chemical synthesis.
Another aspect which has not been investigated in any detail

comes into play with the potential control of stereochemistry.
For example, the important class of photoisomerization reac-
tions (which even have biological relevance, such as in the
process of vision) have not yet been coherently controlled. A
very exciting part of this problem is also the question about
chiral selectivity. It would be very interesting if it were possible to
selectively generate different enantiomers by quantum control
methods or to transfer one enantiomer (e.g. , L) into the other
form (D). Various theoretical schemes have been proposed,[139±147]

but experimental realization is difficult and has not yet been
reported. In this context, the technology of polarization pulse
shaping as discussed in Section 5.2 seems to be of great interest,
because the three-dimensional aspects of laser ±matter inter-
action are becoming accessible.
Apart from applications of quantum control in gas-phase and

liquid-phase femtochemistry, shaped femtosecond light fields
are also of interest with solid-phase systems and surfaces. For
example, selective generation, guidance and amplification of
polariton waves in crystals can lead to new schemes for
nonlinear (Terahertz) spectroscopy.[148,149] In these types of
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experiments, one has to consider that the initial excitation
propagates through space (whereas in molecular quantum
control, wavepacket propagation is evidently spatially restrict-
ed). In order to enable continuing interaction with the femto-
second light field, it therefore becomes necessary to shape the
laser beam also along a spatial axis (i.e. , the propagation axis of
the excitation). This type of spatiotemporal pulse shaping has
already been successfully implemented.[150,151] In terms of photo-
control on interfaces, one can also think about molecules
adsorbed on surfaces and specific hot-electron injection to
induce chemical reactions. A first experiment in this direction
(however, as yet with unshaped light fields) has shown that
coherent processes can be important and lead to results
different from what is achieved by simple heating.[152]

From the theoretical side, it is still a major goal not only to be
able to ™make∫ but also to ™understand∫. As there is not yet a
general algorithmic procedure available which would enable us
to extract information about the PES or reaction mechanisms
from an optimized electric field structure, current efforts are
directed at trying to disentangle at least some of the features for
specific systems. For this purpose, elaborate quantum-mechan-
ical calculations are required. First results are coming up, but it
can be expected that this research direction will receive more
and more attention.
On the other hand, present-day femtosecond pulse-shaping

techniques have already triggered the development of new
types of nonlinear spectroscopy. It has been shown that tailored
laser fields can be used to obtain spectroscopic signals
selectively from certain types of molecules (Section 4.3). With
cleverly designed phase functions, it is also possible to control
light ±matter interaction in various four-wave mixing geome-
tries.[101±103,153] This opens new routes in nonlinear spectroscopy
and even microscopy of complex systems. The optimization of
higher-order nonlinear optical signals can be used to enhance
the contrast between wanted and unwanted signal contribu-
tions. Many applications can be envisioned in this area. The
usage of adaptive techniques holds great promise even for the
control of very complex quantum systems. This was nicely
demonstrated in a recent experiment by Motzkus and co-
workers, in which the energy flow in a biomolecule was
coherently controlled.[100] Wherever femtosecond light ±matter
interaction plays a role in physical, chemical, or biological
processes, or even in material sciences, adaptively shaped
electric field profiles can be used to increase contrast and
efficiency, and to introduce selectivity in a very general sense.

6. Summary and Outlook

In this review, we have described fundamentals and applications
of adaptive femtosecond quantum control. The basic idea for
this technique was suggested by Judson and Rabitz in 1992, but
it took five additional years until the first experimental realiza-
tions were reported. In chemical reaction control, molecular
wavepacket dynamics are controlled by specifically shaped light
fields. Exploiting time- and frequency-domain interference
effects, wavepackets are guided through complex multidimen-
sional potential energy surfaces into user-specified exit channels.

Thereby it is possible, for example, to break efficiently specific
bonds within large molecules. The search for optimal electric
field profiles proceeds by using a learning algorithm which
makes use of direct experimental feedback signals. With an
evolution strategy approach, femtosecond laser pulse shapes
can be iteratively optimized in many independent parameters.
This method does not require prior knowledge about molecular
Hamiltonians or reaction mechanisms. The electric field auto-
matically ™adapts∫ to the investigated system and to the user-
specified control objective.
This concept was illustrated in experiments on the control of

gas-phase femtochemistry. Product branching ratios in photo-
dissociation reactions were controlled by taking the feedback
signal directly from time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry.
These experiments represented first demonstrations of coherent
reaction control in complex molecules and constituted a break-
through in this research field. But not only ratios between
different photoproducts can be optimized. By defining a suitable
fitness function in the evolutionary algorithm, it is possible to
simultaneously control relative yields (i.e. , the purity) and
absolute yields (i.e. , the efficiency). It was further shown that
the control mechanisms at play in large molecules are in general
not based on ™simple∫ intensity variation schemes. Specific
structure in the electric field profile is required to guide the
wavepacket propagation appropriately. The specificity of the
resulting laser fields is also visible when molecules with system-
atically varied functional groups are compared. Similarities and
differences are found by adaptive pulse shaping.
More information about relevant reaction mechanisms can be

extracted when adaptive control is combined with other (time-
resolved) spectroscopic techniques. First comparisons with
pump±probe data in small molecules gave valuable confirma-
tions for the validity of the adaptive approach, but in complex
systems sophisticated quantum-chemical calculations are re-
quired to understand the details of control mechanisms. None-
theless, in some cases one can get valuable insights even
without any ™inversion∫ algorithm. In an example from atomic
physics, the optimization of multiphoton double ionization in
combination with photoelectron spectroscopy allowed an
investigation of the nature of the ionization process and the
enhancement of nonsequential with respect to sequential
electron emission.
The initial motivation for quantum control was certainly the

application to selective bond breaking and direct chemical
conversion. Meanwhile this has been indeed demonstrated in
the gas phase. However, for synthetic chemical applications, the
technology must be transferred to the solution phase where the
particle densities are higher. This transfer poses additional
problems which are not present in experiments on isolated
molecules, such as the potential loss of coherence in intermo-
lecular collisions or the complications due to inhomogeneous
spectral broadening. From a practical standpoint, suitable
feedback signals have to be found which can be used to probe
the result of the photoreactions reliably and fast. We have shown
first examples where femtosecond laser fields have adapted to
the dynamical needs of molecules in a solution environment.
This molecular sensitivity was exploited to realize selective
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photoexcitation of one type of molecule versus another one
despite their identical responses to single-parameter control
techniques such as wavelength tuning, intensity variation, or
linear chirp variation.
One challenge for the future is certainly still the realization of

reaction control in liquids where specific bonds are broken and
others are formed. This could potentially lead to applications in
pharmaceutical industry, in connection with the synthesis of
expensive substances. Other developments have already been
made commercially available, such as the optimization of laser
system outputs by compression of amplified femtosecond
pulses. But there are many more fundamental questions still to
be explored in quantum control. Novel technological develop-
ments such as field polarization shaping or spatiotemporal pulse
shaping can stimulate new types of experiments. Although the
initial dream of microscopic chemical reaction control is still at
the heart of this research field, many other ideas have been
realized already. The adaptive approach is a very flexible tool to
optimally control light ±matter interaction under various exper-
imental conditions and in many different quantum systems.
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